Bryan M. Paysen
Georgetown, Texas
In response to the allegations made by HUMBL, Inc & Brian Foote:

RE: “PAID-BASHING”
I do not now, nor have I ever, received compensation from Freedman Normand Friedland, formerly “Roche Freedman.”
I do not have “38 burners” (Twitter accounts), as has been alleged, to amplify negative sentiment toward HUMBL.
I have not received, nor do I plan to receive, any compensation from ANY party for my social media activity. I follow and
critique HUMBL for fun and for free, as do many others.
Any statements made by me on social media that may imply I am “paid to bash HUMBL” or that I have “38 burners” are
sarcastic responses to absurd conspiracy theories concocted by individuals within HUMBL or those that may have an
investment in HUMBL. I regret that these statements, made in jest, have been purposefully taken out of context to
create a false narrative by those who seek to harm me and the firm representing the plaintiffs in the Class Action
Lawsuit against HUMBL.
Brian Foote states:
“To my knowledge, I have never met Respondent PAYSEN and have no idea why he constantly attacks,
threatens, insults and demeans me on Twitter.”
This is not true. Brian Foote is well aware that I am a plaintiff in the Class Action Lawsuit against HUMBL, as I am
personally named in several of HUMBL’s own SEC filings. This may be perjury #1.

RE: DIGINERO
Diginero (Digital Dinero) was a 100% self-funded project that began in December 2021. After reviewing the whitelabeled Wyre product released by HUMBL called “HumblPay,” and being less than impressed, I investigated the costs of
reproduction with a public job posting on UpWork. I described the scope of the project and set a budget of $10,000.
The job posting read (Exhibit 1):
WYRE Digital Wallet Programmer
Mobile App Development
Looking for a programmer that can create an app that allows a user to create a simple Wyre Wallet that can be funded
with credit/debit/ACH. The user will then be able to buy/on-ramp to stablecoin, send to a recipient wallet, and off-ramp
to fiat. I can create simple user-interface mockups to be replicated.
Here is Wyre's API information https://www.sendwyre.com/

I received 30+ responses from interested developers, and after a few interviews, I selected a husband-and-wife team
based in India at a cost of $12,000 (Exhibit 2). The project was fairly easy to develop, however, I elected not to launch
due to the declining health of the crypto market and the somewhat prohibitive costs of maintaining a crypto-related
business bank account.
Diginero received no outside funding, and to make clear, neither Roche Freedman nor its successors, had any
involvement or knowledge of this private endeavor.

“I didn’t build Diginero to be competitive with HumblPay, but to demonstrate that HUMBL’s products are built on nonproprietary technology that is easily replicated and that the company is grossly over-valued.”

*Twitter accounts controlled by me in the past 12 months only include @pravdacles, @drcrumbl, and @fiatP2P
**The crypto-friendly business banks I explored (which included Silvergate) often had minimum monthly charges of $1,000+/-

RE: ALLEGATIONS OF THREATS
I have never made any threats to HUMBL management or their employees, nor have I commented on or targeted
anyone at HUMBL for their ethnic heritage. I believe Brian Foote and his associates are feigning offense and fear to shift
responsibility for their business failures, and the company’s ever-declining stock price, onto critical social media
accounts, of which there are many (Exhibit 3).
Brian Foote and his associates routinely make social media posts that include their current whereabouts with geotagged photos, as well as their upcoming plans to attend public events. If they had a genuine concern for their safety,
HUMBL would likely refrain from making these posts.
Foote claims:
“HUMBL’s executives, including me, decided that it was not safe to open the HUMBL offices on August 4, 2022, in case
@jamesdean1966 appeared, as he posed a threat to HUMBL and its employees fearful to go to the office,” and “This
threat had the further effect of creating an unsafe work environment for HUMBL employees, including me, to be able to
perform my duties as CEO in our co-working space”

Coincidentally, on this very same day, HUMBL executive Brian Boermeester posted to Twitter photos of himself along
with HUMBL CEO Brian Foote, VP Karen Garcia, VP Michele Rivera, and VP Alfonso Arana Sr in their exact location at
Brigham Young University in Provo Utah 700 miles away (Exhibit 4). Each of the aforementioned individuals appears to
be in good spirits and presumably already had no intention of going to the San Diego office that day. Foote may have
provided a disingenuous retrospective of August 4 th, 2022 in which he paints himself and HUMBL employees as victims
of a crime that didn’t occur, to target both myself and Roche Freedman. This may be perjury #2.
Furthermore, on October 7th, 2022, well after the alleged “threats” received in August, Alfonso Arana Sr.
(@HUMBL_Delivery) personally invited me (@pravdacles) to “meet up, provide a tour, and eat a meal” in San Diego
(Exhibit 5). Extending a public invitation to meet and dine with me is a gesture incompatible with a party who claims
they feel physically threatened by me.
I am not the Twitter user @JamesDean1966; I am not the individual that created the squirrel-threesome meme (Exhibit
6) in which CEO Brian Foote appears to be coupling with shareholders Kevin Connor (AKA @theyachtboyz) and Mark
Dolin (@shopmarkey)

THREATS & DEFAMATORY EFFORTS MADE AGAINST ME
There has been a concerted effort to intimidate me and assassinate my character in response to my name appearing as
a plaintiff in the Class Action Lawsuit filed against HUMBL and George Sharp. I have documented evidence of attempted
blackmail and thinly veiled threats of violence from individuals who are known HUMBL “ambassadors” or investors with
a demonstrable history of promoting the stock. One of these individuals also appears to suggest that HUMBL is, in fact, a
scam (Exhibit 7). My personal information, including my home address and the addresses of my family members, has
also been posted to Twitter, presumably to dissuade me from proceeding with the lawsuit against HUMBL.

There is a group of vicious individuals within the HUMBL community that has knowingly and purposefully formed a false
narrative that intends to portray me as a violent criminal and Roche Freedman as a corrupt law firm to disrupt the
litigation against HUMBL. These individuals continue to manufacture and promulgate disinformation despite knowing
that I have no violent felony criminal convictions and that Kyle Roche is not involved in the case against HUMBL.
In the event that HUMBL persists in this meritless lawsuit I intend to request the unmasking of the following social media
accounts that have made threats and/or knowingly promulgated false information about me and my counsel:











@hotrodlincoln66
@flyboy1075
@FactCheckBryanP
@BlasterMaster88,
@TheFadeHashira
@WonderfulsMr
@smashtub
@tpogv_charlie
@finklesfixtures
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*Kevin Connor (@theyachtboyz/Porky) is snugly affixed in the middle.
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